
1. Introduction
Energetic compositions release large amounts of

gaseous products with exothermic heat in a short time and
they have been widely used as propellants, fireworks,
blasting agents, or gas generants. Gas generants for car-
airbag systems must evolve a large amount of clean gas
(low toxicity and environmental friendly). Clean exhausted
gas can prevent a driver and fellow passengers from acute
poisoning when a car-airbag expands with evolved gas.
The amount of heat generated from the combustion must
also be small because the low temperature condition
allows the use of a plastic sheet as the bag material. In
general, plastic sheets cannot withstand high
temperatures but they are extremely effective for
reducing the weight of the car, leading to good mileage.
The use of plastic materials for car airbags is strongly
demanded by the auto industry. Thus, the development

and improvement of green propellants that evolve clean
exhausted gas and have a small heat of combustion are
required.
Guanidine nitrate (GN) is an excellent fuel for a gas-

generator propellant. For example, mixtures of GN as the
fuel and basic copper nitrate (BCN, Cu２(OH)３(NO３)) as an
oxidizer are well-known as current gas-generating agents
and they have been widely applied to car-airbag systems.
To improve the combustion properties of GN-based gas
generants, many researchers have experimentally studied
the decomposition mechanism and the effect of various
additives on decomposition１）-８）.
It is necessary to more fully understand the combustion

mechanism in order to develop cleaner evolved gas and
lower combustion temperature. To this end, combustion
simulations based on a detailed chemical kinetic model are
effective. Such simulations including detailed kinetic
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Abstract
The combustion mechanism of guanidine nitrate (GN) in the gas phase was investigated, and a detailed chemical

kinetics model based on quantum chemical calculations was developed. 39 reactions associated with GN combustion were
identified and added to our previous model. Optimized structures of reactants, products, and transition states were
obtained at the ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory and the total electron energies of such structures were calculated
at the CBS-QB3 level of theory. Transition state theory was used to calculate the kinetics parameters from the quantum
chemistry calculations. Detailed chemical reaction calculations revealed the combustion behavior and mechanism of a GN
and basic copper (II) nitrate (BCN) mixture. At the initial temperature of 1173 K, the GN/BCN mixture has four zones in
the flame structure: the first ignition, the first flame, the second ignition, and the second flame. The combustion reaction is
triggered by the HNO３decomposition to OH· and NO２·, and the radicals attack CN３H５(the first ignition). Remaining CH５N３
is consumed by self-decomposition: CH５N３→ NH３ + HNCNH (the first flame) and then HNCNH, NH３ and NOX gas burn
out (in the second ignition and flame).
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information can provide deep insight on chemical
reactions in a flame and suggest which reactions are key
to decreasing harmful gases. Various reliable models for
gas-phase reactions associated with energetic materials
have been proposed to date, all of which work to explain
observed combustion behaviors９）-16）. However, to the best
of our knowledge, there are no detailed reaction models
for GN combustion.
The purposes of this paper are: (i) to improve the

current detailed chemical model by identifying new
reactions and providing kinetic data; and (ii) to simulate
combustion behavior to gain a better understanding of the
combustion mechanism of gaseous GN.

2. Computational
The rate coefficient, kTST, of the generic reaction A + B

→ (products in solution) can be calculated based on
traditional transition state theory (TST) using the formula
kTST = kBT/h ·QTS/ΠQreac·exp (−∆E0/RT ), where kB is
Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, h is Planck’s
constant, Qi is the partition function of the reactant and
transition state (TS), ∆E is the energy barrier to
activation, and R is the universal gas constant. Quantum
chemistry calculations were performed to obtain Qi and
∆E .
The geometries and frequencies of the reactants,

products, and transition states were optimized at the ωB97
X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level17）of theory using the Gaussian 09
program package18）. Gordon et al.17）developed the ωB97X-
D method, which includes empirical dispersion forces and
is believed to be reliable when applied to systems with
weak van der Waals forces. Their group also reported that
the ωB97X-D method yields satisfactory accuracy for
kinetics and non-covalent interactions. During
computations, transition states (TSs) were extensively
searched for and, if found, an intrinsic reaction coordinate
(IRC) calculation was conducted in order to assign
reactants and products to the TS.
The energies of corresponding molecules were

evaluated at the CBS-QB319）level of theory, since this is a
reasonable time-expense complete basis method. In this
study, geometries and frequencies were calculated at the
ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level, the optimized geometries
were fixed with no changes allowed and the energies were
calculated using the CBS-QB3method. CBS-QB3 is
understood to represent cost-effective strategies for
obtaining chemically accurate thermochemical
calculations. In this study, geometries and frequencies
were calculated at the ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level of
theory, the optimized geometries were fixed with no
changes allowed, and the potential energies were
calculated using the CBS-QB3method. In the original CBS-
QB3, CBS-Q energy calculations are combined with B3
LYP/CBSB7-optimized geometries and frequencies. The
five-step series of calculations starts with a geometry
optimization at the B3LYP level, followed by a frequency
calculation to obtain thermal corrections, zero-point
vibrational energy, and entropic information. The next
three calculations are single-point calculations at the

CCSD(T), MP4SDQ, and MP2 levels. The CBS
extrapolation then gives final energies. In the CBS-QB3//
ωB97X-D method herein, the potential energy obtained
from CBS-QB3 was corrected for the zero-point energy
calculated at the ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level. The
performance of the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D method for
various gas-species was assessed and validated in Matsugi
and Shiina work20）.
Transition state theory calculations were performed to

obtain the rate coefficient by using the Gaussian
postprocessor (GPOP) program suite developed by
Miyoshi21）. GPOP is a collection of tools for the estimation
of thermodynamics and rate coefficients for gas-phase
reactions.
Thermodynamic data was also developed based on

quantum chemistry calculation using the Gaussian 09
program package18）. Optimization and frequency analysis
were conducted using the G422）level of theory. Thermal
correction, entropy (S ) and heat capacity (CP) values were
calculated from the partition function using statistical
mechanics theory, employing the GPOP software.21）The
heats of formation for gas-phase molecules (∆f Hgas°) were
calculated by the traditional atomization method (ARM-
1)23）combined with the G4 level of theory.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Reaction mechanism
We modeled the kinetics of the GN reaction to develop

the YNU 3.0model, discussed below, improving on the
YNU 1.0model presented previously15）,16）. Chemical
kinetics parameters are listed in Tables 1 and 2 showing
the reactions added into the YNU 1.0model. The YNU 1.0
model was designed to analyze the decomposition of
hydroxylamine15） and ammonium nitrate16） gases. We
obtained thermodynamic data for major chemical species
from existing databases24）,25）. Thermodynamic data that
were not found in the databases were calculated. Table 3
shows the heats of formation obtained from the ARM-1
combined with the G4 level of theory and the associated
thermodynamic data obtained from the partition function
using the statistical mechanics theory. Figure 1 depicts
chemical structures of reactants, products and
intermediates in GN combustion. The new model consists
of 80 species and 445 reactions.

3.2 Kinetics modeling
3.2.1 Decomposition of guanidine
This work identified and investigated a mono-molecular

decomposition of guanidine (CN３H５), as shown below.

CN３H５→ INT1 (R1)
INT1 CN３H５→ HNCNH + NH３ (R2)

CN３H５ isomerizes to INT1 via intramolecular hydrogen
transfer. This work has revealed that some species (M)
aids the decomposition by assisting this intramolecular
hydrogen transfer.

CN３H５ + M → INT1 + NH３ + M where M is H２O and
NH３ (R3 and R4)

４
２
４
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Table１ Added reactions and rate coefficients employed during the kinetic modeling of GN combustion.

No. Reaction
∆H298 [kJ mol-１] k

TS Product A１ n ∆Ea
２

1 CN３H５⇌ INT1 203.8 151.1 1.05×105 2.26 180.5
2 INT1 ⇌ CHNCH + NH３ 17.5 -73.2 1.60×1012 0.58 19.6
3 CN３H５+ H２O⇌ INT1 + H２O 119.7 77.9 1.46×10-２ 3.79 101.0
4 CN３H５+ NH３⇌ INT1 + NH３ 146.7 77.9 6.98 3.42 83.0
5 CN３H５+ HNO３⇌ HNCNH + NH３+ HNO３ 87.4 77.9 1.25×103 2.62 48.1
6 CN３H５+ HONO⇌ HNCNH + NH３+ HONO 109.6 77.9 1.39×101 3.33 104.2
7 CN３H５+ CN３H５⇌ [CN３H５]２ 66.3 -4.5 6.90 2.97 62.8
8 [CN３H５]２⇌ INT2 + NH３ 130.4 -11.2 2.08×1012 0.20 131.9
9 INT2 ⇌ INT3 + NH３ 280.6 235.6 1.81×1012 0.57 282.3
10 INT3 ⇌ 2HNCNH 200.6 90.0 2.78×1010 0.81 200.0
11 INT2 + HNO３⇌ INT3 + NH３+ HNO３ 83.9 81.5 6.90 3.32 79.3
12 CN３H５+ OH· ⇌ CN３H４· + H２O -1.0 -57.2 1.03×103 2.88 -5.5
13 CN３H５+ NO２· ⇌ CN３H４· + HONO 90.2 115.3 1.43 3.72 85.8
14 CN３H５+ NO２· ⇌ CN３H４· + HNO２ 91.7 147.6 3.67×10-１ 3.51 87.2
15 CN３H５+ NHCN· ⇌ CN３H４+ HNCNH 45.0 52.4 3.13 3.46 40.7
16 CN３H４· ⇌ NHCN· + NH３ 236.4 25.5 1.05×10-７ 5.62 176.6
17 CN３H４· + H２O⇌ NHCN· + NH３+ H２O 102.5 25.5 9.03×10-２ 3.54 90.2
18 CN３H４· + NH３⇌ NHCN· + NH３+ NH３ 141.8 25.5 9.87×10-２ 3.68 131.3
19 CN３H４· + HNO３⇌ NHCN· + NH３+ HNO３ 49.9 25.5 1.25×103 2.62 48.1
20 CN３H４· + HONO⇌ NHCN· + NH３+ HONO 74.3 25.5 5.59×103 2.25 73.6
21 CN３H４· + NO２· ⇌ CN３H４NO２ -37.6 -190.6 4.18×101 3.01 -40.2
22 CN３H４NO２⇌ HNCNH + trans-NHNO２H 142.3 105.4 3.66×107 1.87 136.7
23 trans-NHNO２H⇌ cis-NHNO２H 110.0 1.5 3.88×101 3.11 76.0
24 trans-NHNO２H + H２O⇌ cis-NHNO２H + H２O 9.1 1.5 2.17×10-１ 3.34 -2.4
25 cis-NHNO２H⇌ N２O + H２O 130.0 -203.3 6.22×1010 1.03 125.4
26 cis-NHNO２H + H２O⇌ N２O + 2H２O 45.1 -203.3 9.38×10-２ 3.77 34.4

１Frequency factor is given in units of [cm３], [mol], and [s].
２Activation energy is in units [kJ mol-１].

Table２ Added reactions and rate coefficients employed during the kinetic modeling of GN combustion (successive).

No. Reaction
∆H298 [kJ mol-１] k

TS Product A１ n ∆Ea
２

27 CN３H４NO２· + OH· ⇌ CN３H３NO２· + H２O 20.0 -44.8 1.09×10-４ 4.81 -0.2
28 CN３H４NO２· + NO２· ⇌ CN３H３NO２· + HONO 112.4 127.7 5.12×101 2.72 110.4
29 CN３H４NO２· + NO２· ⇌ CN３H３NO２· + HNO２ 137.1 160.0 8.68×101 2.75 135.0
30 CN３H３NO２· ⇌ HNCNH + HNNO２· 109.7 58.6 9.16×108 1.58 106.3
31 HNNO２· ⇌ NNO２H· 116.2 3.8 4.12 3.35 80.0
32 NNO２H⇌ OH· + N２O 12.0 -130.0 4.66×1012 0.39 12.4
33 HNCNH + OH· ⇌ NHCN· + H２O 7.4 -109.6 1.96×103 2.88 1.7
34 HNCNH + NO２· ⇌ NHCN· + HONO 100.6 62.9 1.59×10-４ 4.62 78.1
35 HNCNH + NO２· ⇌ NHCN· + HNO２ 102.1 95.2 6.00×10-１ 3.67 79.6
36 NHCN + NO２·⇌ HNCONO２ -12.1 -89.6 1.43×103 2.98 -14.6
37 HNCONO２⇌ N２O + HNCO 63.8 -302.0 6.25×1011 0.15 65.0
38 NHCN· + NO· ⇌ N２+ HNCONO -18.3 -524.5 3.84×102 2.24 -20.3
39 HNCONO⇌ N２+ HNCO 60.2 -302.0 6.63×1011 0.15 61.2

１Frequency factor is given in units of [cm３], [mol], and [s].
２Activation energy is in units [kJ mol-１].
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[kJ molｰ1]

Here, HNO３ and HONO are more efficient catalysts (M)
for CN３H５ decomposition due to a one-step conversion to
HNCNH and NH３with a lower energy barrier.

CN３H５ + M → HNCNH + NH３ + M where M is HNO３
and HONO (R5 and R6)

Figure 2 shows the potential energy profiles for the
reactions, including the optimized structures of the TSs.
The rate coefficients for the reactions were evaluated by

simple TST and are listed in Table 1.
This work also identified and investigated a bimolecular

decomposition of guanidine (CN３H５), as shown below.

CN３H５+ CN３H５→ [CN３H５]２ (R7)
[CN３H５]２→ INT2 +NH３ (R8)
INT2 → INT3 +NH３ (R9)
INT3 → 2HNCNH (R10)

Figure 3 shows the potential energy profiles for these
reactions, including the optimized structures of the TSs.
Here, HNO３aids R9 by decreasing the energy barrier. The
rate coefficients for the reactions were evaluated by
simple TST and are listed in Table 1. The entire
bimolecular reaction can be reduced to one equation:
CN３H５→ HNCNH + NH３, adding both sides of R7 to R10.

INT2 + HNO３→ INT3 + NH３+ HNO３ (R11)

3.2.2 CN3H5 + radicals
A molecule of guanidine is attacked by radicals (OH·,

NO２·, and HNCN·). This work investigated the reactions

Table３ Collections of thermodynamic data for GN combustion.

Species
∆fH°calc

[kJ mol-１]
S°calc

[J K-１mol-１]
Cp [J K-１mol-１]

300 K 400 K 500 K 600 K 800 K 1000 K 1500 K

CN３H４· 226.1 291.1 74.1 90.1 102.9 113.0 121.0 127.6 133.3
INT1 179.1 198.4 77.3 94.6 108.9 120.6 138.3 151.4 173.0
[CN３H５]２ 50.1 384.8 158.0 196.8 228.3 253.4 290.7 317.7 361.7
INT2 82.7 355.4 125.1 155.2 179.5 198.9 227.4 247.9 280.7
INT3 206.0 333.4 100.8 120.0 135.2

2
147.4 165.7 178.9 199.9

HNCNH 147.9 250.2 50.7 59.2 65.7 70.6 74.7 78.0 81.0
NHCN· 317.0 311.2 75.2 85.1 92.6 98.5 103.2 107.0 110.2
t-NHNO２H 40.7 273.5 57.0 69.0 78.7 86.4 97.4 105.0 116.3
c-NHNO２H 42.0 274.7 58.5 70.3 79.8 87.3 98.0 105.3 116.4
HNNO２ 222.1 276.1 50.2 58.3 65.0 70.4 78.0 83.1 90.3
NNO２H 232.0 281.2 57.2 66.2 73.3 78.7 86.3 91.2 98.3
HNCONO２ 238.9 321.6 81.8 95.9 106.7 114.9 126.4 134.0 144.4
HNCONO 330.7 311.2 75.2 85.1 92.6 98.5 103.2 107.0 110.2

Figure２ Potential energy profiles for the decomposition of
guanidine. The energy profiles were calculated at
the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level of
theory.

Figure１ Chemical structures of reactants, products and
intermediates in GN combustion as optimized at the
ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.

４
２
４
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[kJ molｰ1]

[kJ molｰ1]

[kJ molｰ1]

[kJ molｰ1]

[kJ molｰ1]
between CN３H５and the radicals as the following.

CN３H５+ OH· → CN３H４· + H２O (R12)
CN３H５+ NO２· → CN３H４· + HONO (R13)
CN３H５+ NO２· → CN３H４· + HNO２ (R14)
CN３H５+ HNCN· → CN３H４· + HNCNH (R15)

Figure 4 shows the potential energy profiles for the
series of reactions, including the optimized structures of
the TSs. The rate coefficients for the reactions were
evaluated by simple TST and are listed in Table 1.

3.2.3 CN3H4・decomposition
After generating guanidine radical (CN３H４·) from the

CN３H５+ radical reaction, CN３H４· decomposes via
intramolecular hydrogen transfer, similar to CN３H５. The
decomposition is also aided by some species (M).

CN３H４· → HNCN· + NH３ (R16)
CN３H４· + M → HNCN·+ NH３+ M where M is H２O, NH３,
HNO３, and HONO (R17-20)

Figure 5 shows the potential energy profiles for the
series of reactions, including the optimized structures of
the TSs. The rate coefficients for the reactions were
evaluated by simple TST and are listed in Table 1.

3.2.4 CN3H4・+ NO２・recombination
This work identified the radical recombination between

CN３H４and NO２·, and subsequent reactions as below.

CN３H４· + NO２· → CN３H４NO２ (R21)
CN３H４NO２→ HNCNH + trans-NHNO２H (R22)
trans-NHNO２H (+H２O) → cis-NHNO２H (+H２O) (R23, R24)
cis-NHNO２H (+H２O) → N２O + H２O (+H２O) (R25, R26)

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show schematic potential energy
diagrams of these reactions. Here, in the NHNO２H
decomposition, water functions as a catalyst to assist the
intramolecular hydrogen transfer (R24 and R26). The rate
coefficients for the reactions were evaluated by simple
TST.

Figure３ Potential energy profiles for the bimolecular
decomposition of guanidine. The energy profiles
were calculated at the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311+
+G(d,p) level of theory.

Figure５ Potential energy profiles for the CN３H４
decompositions. The energy profiles were calculated
at the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level of
theory.

Figure６ Potential energy profiles for the CN３H５ + NO２ and
the followed reaction. The energy profiles were
calculated at the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,
p) level of theory.

Figure４ Potential energy profiles for the CN３H５ + radicals.
The energy profiles were calculated at the CBS-QB3
//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.

Figure７ Potential energy profiles for the NHNO２H
decomposition. The energy profiles were calculated
at the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level of
theory.
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3.2.5 CN3H4NO2 + radicals
CN３H４NO２ can also be attacked by radicals (M·) as

shown below.

CN３H４NO２+ M· → CN３H３NO２·+ MH where M is OH·
and NO２· (R27 - R29)
CN３H３NO２· → HNCNH + HNNO２ (R30)

Figure 8 shows the potential energy profiles for the
radical reactions, including the optimized structures of the
TSs. After the reactions, the generated CN３H３NO２·
decomposes to HNCNH and HNNO２·. Figure 9 shows the
potential energy profile for the decomposition. The rate
coefficients for the reactions were also evaluated by TST.

3.2.6 Other reactions
As discussed above, HNCNH and HNCN· are the major

products from CN３H５ decomposition. This work
investigated and modeled the reactions associated with
these species. HNCNH can polymerize to produce
melamine, melem, melon, etc. In this study, polymerization
is not considered, because HNCNH decomposition
proceeds in a flame at high temperature and such
conditions promote decomposition over polymerization.
First, we investigated the radical reactions as shown
below.

HNCNH + OH· → HNCN· + H２O (R33)
HNCNH + NO２· → HNCN· + HONO (R34)
HNCNH + NO２· → HNCN· + HNO２ (R35)

Figure 10 shows the potential energy profiles for the
series of reactions, including the optimized structures of
the TSs.
Next, this work identified the radical recombination

according to the following reactions.

HNCN· + NO２· → HNCNNO２ (R36)
HNCNNO２→ HNCO + N２O (R37)
HNCN· + NO· → HNCNNO (R38)
HNCNNO→ HNCO + N２ (R39)

Figures 11 and 12 show the potential energy profiles for
the series of reactions, including the optimized structures
of the TSs. The rate coefficients for the reactions were
evaluated by simple TST and are listed in Table 1. The
rate coefficients for R36 and R38 were also evaluated by
simple TST. On the pathway from R37 to R39, there are
two transition states. The energy barrier of the second
reaction (TS37-2 and TS39-2) is smaller than that of the
first one. The rate coefficient for the reactions was

Figure８ Potential energy profiles for the CN３H４NO２ +
radicals. The energy profiles were calculated at the
CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.

Figure１０ Potential energy profiles for the HNCNH + radicals.
The energy profiles were calculated at the CBS-QB3
//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.

Figure９ Potential energy profiles for the CN３H３NO２·
decomposition. The energy profiles were calculated
at the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level of
theory.

Figure１１ Potential energy profiles for the HNCN· + NO２· and
followed reactions. The energy profiles were
calculated at the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,
p) level of theory.

Figure１２ Potential energy profiles for the HNCN· + NO· and
followed reactions. The energy profiles were
calculated at the CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,
p) level of theory.

４
２
４
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evaluated by simple TST for TS37 and TS39 by
neglecting the intermediate reaction (TS37-2 and TS39-2).

3.3 Simulations
To gain better understanding of the combustion

mechanism of GN composition, the YNU 3.0model was
used to calculate the flame structure of a CH５N３/HNO３/
NO２/H２O/O２ = 9/9/4/6/3mol ratio gas mixture at P０ = 3
MPa and T０= 1173 K in the premixed burner combustion.
We simulated the flame structure of GN/BCN with a
composition of 9 : 4mol ratio (approximately 53 : 47mass
ratio), which leads to an initial composition of CH５N３/HNO３
/NO２/H２O = 9/9/4/6/3mol ratio. The initial composition
was designed to simulate evolved gas from the burning
surface of GN/BCN, which is widely used as a car-airbag
propellant. The mixing molar ratio was 9 : 4 in accordance
with the chemical formula for complete combustion
following; 9GN + 4BCN → 9CO２ + 20N２+ 33H２O + 9Cu26）.
Unfortunately, the precise evolved-gas composition is
unknown. In this study, we assumed that following
reactions occurs on the burning surface; GN (L) → HNO３
(G) + CN３H５ (G) and 2Cu２(OH)３(NO３) (S) → Cu２O (L) +
2NO２ (G) + 3H２O (L) + O２ (G). Wada et al.27）reported Cu２O
generated from BCN on the burning surface of ammonium
nitrate/GN/BCN mixtures similar to GN/BCN. Here, we
assumed that the Cu２O remains on burning surface
because of its high boiling temperature (approximately
2073 K). Reactions associated with copper metal and
copper oxide was not included in the model. In the future
work, effects of metal and metal oxide should be
concerned to get full understand of the burning behavior
of GN/BCN mixture. The initial gas temperature, i.e., the
temperature of the burning surface, is also unknown. We
set an initial temperature of 1173 K based on the burning
surface temperature of ammonium nitrate/GN/BCN
mixtures from the work of Wada et al.27）The initial mass
flow rate was set at 9.7 g cm-３, calculated from the linear
burning rate equation of GN/BCN in the work of
Nakashima et al.26）We used the CHEMKIN-PRO program
suite28）for the calculations.
Temperature and species distance profiles at the initial

temperature of T０ = 1173 K are shown in Figure 13. The
flame structure of GN-based propellant can be divided into
four zones: the first ignition (approximately 0 - 0.005 cm in
Figure 13 (A)), the first flame (approximately 0.005 - 0.125
cm), the second ignition (approximately 0.125 - 0.135 cm),
and the second flame (> approximately 0.135 cm). In the
first ignition zone (Figure 13 (C)), HNO３ completely
decomposes and its mole fraction decreases to almost zero.
The mole fraction of CH５N３also decreases to less than half
of its initial value. At the same time, N２O, NO２·, NO·,
HNCNH, and H２O evolve. In the first flame (Figure 13 (B)),
the remaining CH５N３ and NO２·are gradually reduced. At
the same time, NH３ and HNCNH increase, and N２O and
NO· also slightly increase. In the second ignition, the mole
fractions of N２O and HNCNH sharply decrease to near
zero and N２, CO, and CO２are produced as the temperature
skyrockets. The second flame decomposes NO· with
thermal elevation. Unfortunately, there are no

experimental data for the flame structure of the GN/BCN
mixture so we cannot directly compare our computational
results with experimental data. Further experimental
examinations for flame temperature and evolved gases are
needed to validate the new model.
To gain a better understanding of the chemical

reactions occurring in the flame, we conducted rate of
production analysis. Figure 14 shows absolute rates of
important species (HNO３, CN３H５, CN３H４·, and HNCNH)
produced in the first ignition and flame zone. In the first
ignition zone (approximately 0 - 0.005 cm), HNO３
decomposes to OH· and NO２· (Figure 14 (A)). The OH·
radical attacks CN３H５ to yield CN３H４· (Figure 14 (B)) and
the CN３H４ combines with NO２· to form CN３H４NO２ (Figure
14 (C)). CN３H４NO２decomposes to yield HNCNH and trans-
NHNO２H (Figure 14 (D)). The trans-NHNO２H decomposes
into N２O and H２O via intramolecular hydrogen transfer.
Figure 15 shows absolute rates of important species

Figure１３ Distance profiles for temperature and important
species, calculated based on YNU 3.0model by
CHEMKIN-PRO.
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(CN３H５, NH３and HNCNH) produced from the first flame to
the second ignition. In the first flame following the ignition,
remaining CH５N３ is consumed by self-decomposition:
CH５N３→ NH３+ HNCNH via INT1 (Figure 15 (A)) and the
temperature gradually increases. At the end of this area,
CH５N３ is completely consumed. In the second ignition area
(approximately 0.125 - 0.135 cm), combustion and
decomposition of HNCNH and NH３ start with OH· radical
attack (Figure 15 (B) and (C)). Figure 16 shows the
schematic combustion mechanism of GN/BCN generated
from this study.

4. Conclusions
The combustion reactions of guanidine nitrate (GN) in

the gas phase were investigated based on quantum
chemistry calculations. These calculations were performed

Figure１４ Distance profiles for absolute rate of important species (HNO３, CN３H５, CN３H４, and HNCNH) production in the first
ignition, calculated based on YNU 3.0model by CHEMKIN-PRO.

Figure１５ Distance profiles for absolute rate of important species (CN３H５, NH３, and HNCNH) production in the first flame
and the second ignition, calculated based on YNU 3.0model by CHEMKIN-PRO.

Figure１６ A reaction scheme in flame of GN/BCN mixture.
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at the ωB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) and CBS-QB3//ωB97X-D/
6-311++G(d,p) levels of theory. Based on the calculations,
we modeled various reaction kinetics and developed the
new YNU 3.0 model. The new model includes guanidine
decomposition, bimolecular reactions between guanidine
and radicals, and decompositions of intermediates. The
model was created to calculate the flame structure of a
CH５N３/HNO３/NO２/H２O/O２ = 9/9/4/6/3 mol ratio gas
mixture at P０ = 3 MPa and T０ = 1173 K in the premixed
burner combustion. The flame structure of GN-based
propellant can be divided into four zones: the first ignition,
the first flame, the second ignition, and the second flame.
The rate of production analysis reveals the combustion
reaction mechanism. In the first ignition area, HNO３
decomposes to OH· and NO２·. The OH· radical attacks
CN３H５ to yield CN３H４·, which combines with NO２· to form
CN３H４NO２. CN３H４NO２ decomposes to HNCNH and trans-
NHNO２H. The trans-NHNO２H is converted into N２O and
H２O via intramolecular hydrogen transfer. In the first
flame, remaining CH５N３ is consumed by self-
decomposition: CH５N３ → NH３ + HNCNH. In the second
ignition area, decomposition of HNCNH and NH３ starts
with OH· radical attack. Finally, in the second flame, N２,
CO２, and CO are evolved.
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